This article traces the development of medieval literary history across the thirteenth century through manuscript readings of Chrétien de Troyes's romances. Redefining clergie as the clerkly pursuit of learning, the author argues that scribes played an important role in shaping Chrétien's romances and establishing their place in medieval literary history.
[C]hivalry and learning first flourished in Greece; then to Rome came chivalry and the sum of knowledge, which now has come to France. (p.123 6 )
The geographical specificity of translatio and the reframing of the concepts of imperium and studium as chevalerie and clergie require some discussion especially in the context of Cligés.
First, while it would be expected that a French-speaking poet would claim France as the heiress to a Graeco-Roman political and cultural hegemony, it is odd that he would chronicle a hero's journey from Greece to an Arthurian Britain with towns identifiable to those of contemporary twelfth-century England. Conflating these diegetical and extradiegetical elements in Cligés, some scholars came to recognize England as the seat of a political power and literary culture. 7 Diametrically opposed to such a point of view, Jean Frappier and others have adamantly maintained that Chrétien had specifically mentioned France in the prologue, dismissing the wider context of late twelfth-century
Europe which encompassed a linguistic and cultural sphere of France that stretched from Levilson C. Reis 4 the Angevin British Isles to Norman Sicily to the Frankish crusader states in Palestine. 8 Nonetheless, as it will be discussed later, the fictional English setting of Arthur's world in
Cligés does not exclude a politically specific France or an ethnically specific Frankish identity.
Second, the narrator's reformulation of the Latin concepts of imperium and studium in terms of chevalerie (chivalry) and clergie (clerical learning) poses a new set of important questions, not the least of which concern the conceptual equivalence of terms. Imperium and chevalerie, on the one hand, are not exactly coterminous especially in the sense that the concept of chivalry would take in twelfth-century 'France'. 9 In Cligés, for example, how could a Greek knight's journey to measure himself against the Knights of the Round Table at Arthur's court represent the devolvement of imperium rather than chevalerie, that is, military rather than political power? How would this journey represent such a transfer from Greece to France rather than to England?
Studium and clergie, on the other hand, may be conceptually equivalent, for both require a zealous pursuit of knowledge. 10 Yet, what would a presumably Latin tale of chivalrous deeds borrowed from antiquity contribute to medieval knowledge (in the sense of 'Par les livres que nous avons | Les faiz des anciens savons ' (ed. Méla and Collet,  'Through the books we have, we learn of the deeds of ancient peoples and of bygone days', p. 123)? Considering that the high level of learning and knowledge attained in twelfth-century scholastic and literary circles was due to the dedicated work of clerics, who translated classical works of whatever genre or source into the vernacular, the question above should be recast: What role did redactors, copyists, and compilers of the Reflecting the cleric's pursuit of learning and knowledge, clergie (despite its Greek etymology) is conceptually very close to the Latin studium in connoting the zeal and intellectual effort applied to the acquisition of knowledge, which sustained the work of monastic scribes and would later found the medieval university concept of studium generale. 11 Evoking an analogous scenario in the prologue to Cligés, the narrator claims that the source of the romance of Cligés lies in a book taken from Saint-Pierre's aumaire (library) in Beauvais. 12 Paronomastically, the term aumaire (aumeire or almeire) recalls the connection that existed between the monastic libraries and scriptoria through the figure of the armarius, the director of a monastic scriptorium, who provisioned clerics with the literary works to be copied. As the manuscript copies of Chrétien's romances testify, by the thirteenth century workshops, copy-shops, and market-stalls appeared, independent from ecclesiastical control, much like the one that the scribe Guiot advertises at the end of Notwithstanding, further examination of the patterns of presentation and organization of the romances in these two early thirteenth-century collections in relation that of late thirteenth-century author-based codices leads to the conclusion that scribes' different conceptions of their manuscripts may be the true catalysts of a larger diachronic process. (ll. 2265-70) and that of Énide (ll. 2405-16, 2423-26, 2557-58, and 2573-75) and the nature of her submissive relationship to Érec (ll. 2749-52, 2789-94, and 2977-82) . 20 In the second romance, the scribe suppressed the psychological nuances of Fénice's love for Whereas Alexander comes to England to be knighted by King Arthur, having disdained a home-grown brand of chevalerie for the world-renown Arthurian kind, Cligés is knighted by his uncle Alis in Greece before he ever leaves for Arthur's court to fulfil his father's last wishes. 37 He arrives at Arthur's court incognito and, during the episode of the Oxford tournament, Cligés does not reveal his identity until he had defeated the Knights of the Round God merely lent it to the others: no one speaks any more of the Greeks or Romans; their fame has grown silent and their glowing ember has gone out. (p.
123)
In both BN, MSS f. fr. 794 and 12560, the Knights of the Round Table, who represent Arthurian chevalerie, lose both the tournament and the dominion of chevalerie just as the Grezois and the Romains of the prologue lost theirs. As the concept of translatio implies, the devolution of either imperium or studium is the consequence of 'sinful misuse of that dominion'. 38 When relating the tournament episode, the narrator intimates that it was believed that no one could defeat the best Knights of the Round 
